
Versatile and efficient conveying solution
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Designed and manufactured in Australia, the Modulaveyor
provides convenient and cost-effective material conveying in
a wide range of industrial applications.

Features
• Medium duty designs with widths of 450mm, 600mm and 750mm
• Modular build, for conveyor length of 3m up to 30m
• The unique bolted modular design allows for the units to be stripped down to smaller sections and 

neatly packed into shipping containers for longer hauls
• Easy to assemble and disassemble, the perfect option for conveyors that needs to be relocated often
• Trough or flat belt profile
• The conveyor belt drive can either be the standard externally driven or a motorised pulley
• Belt speed and power selection to suit any application
• Belting: plain or cleated, rubber or PVC
• Capacity up to 200 t/h
• Tail end load chutes to suit application
• Belt take-up captive screw
• Safety guards
• Surface finish such as powder coat, galvanised or stainless steel
• Single phase or 3 phase operation
• Optional extras are available including belt scrapers, conveyor covers, side skirts, metal detectors, 

belt weighers, and custom impact zones

Peace of mind
• Local manufacturing facilities for customised solutions
• Backed by Belle Banne Conveyor Services warranty and reputation
• Supported by our highly qualified team of engineers and conveyor experts
• Reliable after sales support from our national network of service centres
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LIGHT  -‐  MEDIUM  
SERIES L-M 

Belt Width (mm) Model Conveyor Length 
(metres) 

Assembly Weight (kg) 
approx. 

Max Capacity 
 (tph B/D of 1.5) 

Belt Speed (m/min) @ 
50HZ operation 

450mm 

LM-45-4 4 330 
60.0 

 
 

85.0 
 
 

125.0 

35 
 
 

50 
 
 

75 

LM-45-7 7 430 
LM-45-10 10 530 
LM-45-13 13 670 
LM-45-16 16 740 
LM-45-19 19 840 
LM-45-22 22 940 
LM-45-25 25 1045 

600mm 

LM-60-4 4 520 
90.0 

 
 

130.0 
 
 

160.0 

35 
 
 

50 
 
 

75 

LM-60-7 7 720 
LM-60-10 10 920 
LM-60-13 13 1115 
LM-60-16 16 1315 
LM-60-19 19 1510 
LM-60-22 22 1710 
LM-60-25 25 1910 

750mm 

LM-75-4 4 590 
150.0 

 
 

175.0 
 
 

200.0 

35 
 
 

50 
 
 

75 

LM-75-7 7 825 
LM-75-10 10 1060 
LM-75-13 13 1295 
LM-75-16 16 1530 
LM-75-19 19 1770 
LM-75-22 22 2000 
LM-75-25 25 2240 
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Success Story
Article Published by Australian Bulk Handling Review
(November 2018 edition)

Fast Delivery of a Modularveyor for an Iron Ore Mine in Tasmania
When a surge pile of 200 tonnes of mined material collapsed in a mine in Tasmania, the existing
modular conveyor system had to be replaced as quickly as possible.

Fenner Dunlop was the only company in the region that could guarantee quick delivery and
installation of a 450mm wide 30m long modular-built belt conveyor.

Designed for the quarrying and mining industries, the new Modulaveyor is available in widths of
350mm, 450mm, 600mm and 750mm and features a flat and trough profile with belt speed and
power selection to suit the application with a plain or cleated conveyor belt. It also allows variable
speed drives (VSD), safety lanyards and fully customisable head and tail sections to incorporate
loading options and belt cleaning solutions. A triple labyrinth seal on all rollers is standard on the
Modulaveyor’s, which has become industry standard in the quarry sector. Roller shells are
UHMWPE, to minimise the risk of belt damage. Moreover, stainless steel shafts and bearings are
available on request.

The Modularveyor was assembled and dispatched in only 48hrs, and it was already on-site hard at
work at the end of the same week.

The outcome of this project shows once again Fenner Dunlop’s commitment with supporting and in 
delivering head to tail Engineered Conveyor Solutions for our customers. Sales and commissioning 
completed by Statewide Belting Service (TAS) and designed, manufactured and assembled by Belle 
Banne Conveyor Services (VIC), both members of Fenner Dunlop Australia group of companies.

Melbourne Head Office
63-75 Villas Road
Dandenong South VIC 3175
Australia
www.bellebannevic.com.au

Want to know more?
For innovative, practical and cost effective conveyor
and bulk materials handling solutions, contact us on:
t: +61 3 9768 4333
e: sales@bellebannevic.com.au


